
 Weird jobs

Intermediate level 



Task 1 - Warm-up

Answer the following questions.
● What do you do?
● Why did you choose this profession?
● What are the pros and cons of your job?
● What would you like to change about your 

job?
● If you had an opportunity, would you change 

your job/ Why?/Why not?
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Task 2 - Lead-in

 Answer the questions.

1. How do you understand the phrase “weird job”?
2. What jobs do you consider to be weird?
3. How weird is your job (according to the scale from 1 to 10 

where 10 is the weirdest one)?
4. Don’t you think that your job is too boring, commonly 

spread?
5. Would you like to perform an extraordinary job? What 

could it be?
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Task 3 - Reading

Read the text. Do you consider these jobs weird? Why (not)?  

Top 5 Weirdest Jobs Rating

5. Gumologist

When you eat a piece of chewing gum, all you taste are the great flavors bursting through 
your mouth. As it turns out, creating that tiny one-gram stick requires a whole scientific 
process. That’s why there are gumologists who employ science and technology to give you 
that bubble-blowing burst of flavor. A gumologist needs to have a certain amount of scientific 
expertise in chemistry. Some are even engineers! Depending on where a gumologist is in 
the gum-developing process, a typical day may involve working with scientific equipment, or 
blowing bubbles with the gum for hours on end to test the formula.
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4. Dog Food Taster

 In the same way that human food is tasted before it is offered for sale, dog food has to be 
taste-tested as well. Dogs can’t verbally communicate what they think of dog food, however, 
so many dog food companies have opted to hire human taste testers to assess the flavor and 
texture of dog food. It’s a pretty ruff job.
3. Odor tester
Before deodorants, perfumes, and other products are released into the market, the 
companies need to make sure that the product produces the desired smell when applied. So, 
companies often run tests where real humans try the products and assess the smell. From 
this process comes another odd job, the odor tester! Yes, there is someone out there
whose job it is to smell people’s breath, feet, and sometimes even armpits to
assess the effect of odor-giving products.
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2. Full-time Netflix Viewer

 Imagine binge-watching your favorite shows 
all day, and then getting paid for it! That’s 
more or less what happens in this position that 
Netflix recently created. Netflix has hired 
someone to watch all of their content and tag it 
with the appropriate genre before it is released 
to the public. This person is the reason you can 
always find the right type of content that 
you’re looking for, like a romantic comedy or a 
murder mystery.
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1.  Chicken Sexer

 Don’t worry, it’s not what you’re thinking. When chickens are 
born, they tend to huddle together to stay warm. However, 
farmers need to distinguish between the male and female 
chicks, especially since the female chicks will eventually grow 
up to lay eggs. So, it is often someone’s job to determine the sex 
of each chick and separate them so that they can serve their 
respective purposes on the farm. Chicken sexers need to be well 
aware of the anatomy of baby chicks, and they usually have 
some experience with farming or ranching practices. If you 
want to be a chicken sexer, just make sure you don’t ruffle too 
many feathers.
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Task 4 - Speaking

Discuss the questions.
1. Which of the above-mentioned professions do you 

consider to be really weird?
2.  Do you have a dog or a cat? Have you ever tried 

their food?
3. Do you like Netflix’s products? Would you agree to 

binge-watch them 24/7?
4. Do you like chewing gum? How often do you 

consume it? 
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Task 5 - Video

Watch the video  again and choose True or False
1.Odor evaluator is always exposed to bad smell? 
2.Duck master marches the ducks at festive occasions only.
3. Ash portrait artist can use of a person who has passed away in a proper way.
4.The Japanese prefer shift responsibility on smb else.
5.If you want to get faster in Indonesian cities, you have to pay for it.
6.The profession of elephant dresser is not much in demand.
7.Residents of Amsterdam are not ecologically minded.
8.Professional mourner are real hypocrites. 
9.People in Japan use metro because they try to save money for petrol.
10.In Finland the culture of sleeping is on a very high level.
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Task 6 - Video

Answer the questions:
1. Which jobs mentioned in this video would you like 

to try and why?
2. Could you be a professional hitchhiker, mourner or 

apologizer?
3. What possible problems can an elephant dresser, a 

bike fisher and a pusher face with?
4. Is the profession of an ash portrait artist creative, 

demanding, horrible or mystical? 
5.  Would you add any other weird professions to this 

list?
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Task 7 - Speaking

 Speculate on the following points:
1. 5 weird jobs that you have found out today.
2. 5 weird jobs you have heard of.
3. 5 weird jobs that don’t really seem to be weird.
4. 5 weird jobs you would like to know a little bit more about.
5. 5 current jobs that are going to become weird in 50 years.
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Extra task: Weird Job Ad

Make up a new weird job.
Create an advertisement for it (a video, a 
text, etc.) 
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Homework

For additional information watch the following video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FW2zFxtKuTQ
 
Project work: write an essay “There is nothing weird about weird jobs”
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Keys

Task 5 question 1
An odor evaluator, a duck master, an ash portrait artist, a professional apologizer, a 
professional hitchhiker, an elephant dresser, a bike fisher, a professional mourner, a 
pusher, a professional sleeper
 

Task 5
1.False, 2.False, 3.True, 4.True, 5.False, 6. False, 7.True, 8.True, 9.False, 10.True 
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